
SUSPENSE CREATED BY ELEMENTS OF FICTION

No matter what you write, keep your readers captivated with these no-fail techniques.

It will not be memorable, it will not be lived or experienced fully by your reader. Whose side are they on, and
what are their hidden motives? You can use atmosphere and mood can to great effect creating suspense. When
a protagonist has a desire or expectation, tension is created by making the reader and character doubt whether
the expectation will be met. Subtext based on rising tension will create suspense. Common scene problems
that lower suspense include: lack of a clear goal for the scene; stakes too low; lack of an obstacle or weak
obstacle; too little conflict; too much thought or talk and not enough action; too much action and not enough
thought, emotion or reflection; no twist or disaster at the end see Lyon for a detailed analysis. Make the
problem more difficult to solve. Suspense happens in the stillness of your story, in the gaps between the action
sequences, in the moments between the promise of something dreadful and its arrival. This means, in general,
all mysteries and thrillers contain suspense. The Fire in Fiction. We have to show readers where things are
goingâ€”what situation, character or relationship is going to be transformed. High stakes Similar to conflict
and time, you need your story to have high stakes if you want it to be suspenseful. Where is she? In my view,
the best book on revision and self-editing. In a thriller , the protagonist is suspended in an almost constant
state of danger. Set a scene where some terrible disaster or tragedy once occurred. Instead, start your
countdown in the middle of the book. Bad weather causes conflicts. How does she decide whom to save and
whom to let die? How did the disaster occur? The worse you can make it for the hero, the more his true
character will be revealed by what he does, the more the reader will worry about him and the greater the
suspense. Characters To create powerful suspense, make your hero face her greatest fear â€” and risk losing
the thing that matters most to her. There are a few pitfalls to be cautious of in a time-focused approach to
writing crime fiction. Hall, R. Get him to look to the left while you set things up on the right. With the
opponent â€” see 4 above; With family, friends and allies â€” see 10 above; With people the hero meets on the
way â€” they may be hostile, unreliable, treacherous, incompetent or give false or incorrect information; With
the setting see 25 below, including landscape, weather, culture, politics, bureaucracy, religion; Inner conflict
â€” see 22 below. The highest suspense occurring before the climax? A gradual drop in temperature. Readers
are only going to worry about, and identify with, characters they care about â€” ones who are both
sympathetic and interesting.


